LISTEN to recording to determine your tempo!

Prepare both Bsn I and Bsn II parts
QUINTO CONCERTO in Mi♭ op.73 per Pianoforte e Orchestra

L. van BEETHOVEN

I. TEMPO
Allegro

SOLO

mf

RONDÒ
Allegro

SOLO

p dolce
Articulation markings (slurs) are suggestions only – you may choose your own as long as they make musical sense! Choose a tempo you can play.
PULCINELLA SUITE (2 of 2)
(Revised 1949 Version)

Bassoon 1

Variazione 2a
81 Allegro più tosto moderato, \( \frac{3}{4} \), \( J = 88 \)

accompagnando

6. Gavotta

TO BE IN ORCHESTRA!

- ONLY PREPARE IF YOU WISH